Flexible Pricing
Innovation to Boost
Ridership
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Public transport must be at the forefront of urban recovery
As we lurch towards a recovery from the pandemic, cities are coming back to life. The good news
for public transport, which declined by as much as 90 percent in London, is that travellers are
returning. Globally, ridership is back to 80 percent of 2019 numbers.
Research by the World Resources Institute found that a thriving public transport network is
crucial for a host of social, economic, and environmental concerns. Public transport can and should
be a means of sustainable and equitable access to jobs, education, healthcare, shopping, and
entertainment.

Buses and trains can release
up to a fifth of emissions per
passenger kilometre than
ride-hailing and about a third
that of a private vehicle.
International Transport Forum

“Public transport is more than just a way to move people around,”
the World Economic Forum said.
“It’s a vehicle for opportunity, equity, and a better quality of life.”

Riders’ needs have changed… how do we get them back?
But how do we get people back on the bus, so to speak? Dedicated bus lanes, sanitation practices,
and contactless payment are among the methods implemented during the pandemic. But another
critical factor can drive public transport use: pricing.
In fact, it is time for bold thinking about public transport pricing.
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Changing Work Patterns
“Working 9-to-5 is an antiquated relic from the past and should be stopped right now,”
Forbes said.
That may seem extreme, but the traditional 9-5 workday is disappearing, if not completely gone.
You can see the change in commuter traffic patterns. A TomTom study of global traffic found cities
are seeing a peak in morning commute at 11:00, and the evening is getting earlier, starting as early
as 15:00.

Shift in rush hours
What were the hour timings across different cities from 2019 to 2021?
What changes over the years.
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The changes in work schedules are likely to be permanent. Worldwide, 89 percent of businesses
plan to support hybrid work and flexible schedules. The shift means public transport agencies can
no longer set prices based on dependable utilisation patterns.

Will you be planning to support a hybrid workforce in the next 12-18 months?

Yes, signiﬁcantly

42%

Yes, slightly

47%

No, there is no plan to make
additional investments in the
next 12-18 months

Don’t know

11%

1%

Riders want pricing that is transparent, fair, and sensible. Riders do not want to:

• Front agencies money by prepaying for trips.
• Guess how many days they will work in the office or how many shifts they will get each month,
and risk overpayment.

• Be penalised for inconsistent ridership with higher fares.
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Life is unpredictable. Fare caps can help!
Predictability is not possible in an unpredictable work environment. Riders do not know how many
days they will go to their offices each month or if they will be forced home for extended periods.
The same goes for students and others that were previously daily users.
How to make sure that riders only pay for what they use? Capping has proved a popular method of
delivering on that promise. You pay $100 a month for unlimited rides, similar to a monthly pass, but
less if you ride less.
Instead of a hard cap, consider a soft one. In Aargau, Switzerland, operator A-Welle implemented
a soft cap–if a commuter’s use exceeds a monthly cap, the difference is credited to the following
month. This helps bring riders back to public transport every month to claim their credit.

Baden
Wettingen
Aarau
Olten

Caps do not have to be monthly. French railway SNCF introduced “FlexTER,” a tiered cap system of
weekly 20 and 30-ride caps and a monthly cap. Giving riders a choice of caps based on use proved
popular–after launching the program in Nouvelle Aquitaine, SNCF expanded the program.
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The more you ride, the more you win: progressive discounts
Another way to attract new riders is to target specific groups with discounts. Mobile phone
operators, cable television networks, and other subscription-based services have done this for
decades.
In the Occitanie region of France, the
railway SNCF TER launched a program
to attract 16-26-year-old students and
workers. It offered a 50 percent discount for
a qualifying new rider’s first ten trips, with
the next ten trips free, and all trips after the
first 20 contributed to a 10 percent credit
towards future trips. The result was a 35
percent increase in trips by the age group.

A 50 percent discount
targeting 16-26-yearolds increased ridership
by 35 percent

The more I travel,
the less I pay...
I am between 18 and 26 years old

1st-5th

6th

11th

15th

The first 5
round trips

From the 6th
round trip

From the 11th
round trip

From the 15th
round trip

I pay 50% of the price
in the first month

I do not pay anything
additionally

I collect my trips for
the following month

I travel for free the
next month
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Distance-based fares without the sticker shock
Distance-based can be controversial. Research has shown a
“conflict between policies designed to promote equity and
those intended to increase discretionary ridership.” On the
one hand, you do not want to penalise low-income riders
that live furthest from their jobs. On the other hand, people
travelling short distances do not want to subsidise others’
longer trips.
In Germany, operators are using e-fares or “e-Tarife”w to
rethink distance-based pricing.

In Munich, for example, the pricing worked like this:

Riders pay
a base price of
1.10 €

In addition,
they pay
0.30 €
per kilometer

Every day they
ride, they never
pay more than
7.90 € or 11.90 €
depending on the
distance of the
longest trip

North Rhine Westphalia is Germany’s largest state, with 18 million residents. The state Ministry
of Transport launched eezy.nrw–a joint campaign of all the fare associations and public transport
operators. Each fare association sets a low base fare to make short trips affordable, a per-kilometre
fare and a cap for trips within its boundaries. As part of the programme, a statewide maximum cap
was instituted to ensure long trips are affordably and competitively priced.
Eezy.nrw started with a pilot project that 12,000 riders opted into, and the feedback was so
positive that the transport ministry expanded it statewide. This kind of multi-agency collaboration
simplifies travel across regions using different public transport networks.
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Nudging riders to ride again and again with rewards and
incentives
Carefully designed and targeted rewards can also drive public transport usage. Multiple agencies
throughout Europe offer a “bonus” to frequent riders to keep them coming back. Riders that take
five trips in a month get five percent of their fare credited back the following month. The catch is
that they have to use the service the next month to get the discount. Agencies offering the program
have seen a 12 percent jump in frequent riders.
Dynamic pricing has been used in businesses from airlines to bars to offer time-based discounts and
charge premiums for peak demand periods. The following example is from the UK, and the next one
shows airfares.
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A Swiss public transport agency plans to use flexible pricing to lure riders away from peak travel
times to spread demand throughout the day. In the San Francisco Bay Area, the BART train service
launched a pilot program, BART Perks, that offered small cash rewards to commuters who opted to
travel at off-peak times. 10 percent of targeted riders made the change.
Before the pandemic, UITP was exploring dynamic pricing to manage capacity on trains and buses,
using real-time crowding data to use pricing to flatten peak demand. The report was written during
the crisis and acknowledges that the implications for public health of this kind of pricing scheme
could be profound. In the example below, the Swiss Railway SBB shows expected train occupancy in
its trip planner.
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You can also use referral programs to boost ridership as you roll out innovative new pricing
programs. Customer referrals are the most effective marketing channel for any business.

92 PERCENT
OF CONSUMERS

AT FAIRTIQ

THE ADDED
SPENDING

trust the referral or recommendations
of people they know personally
we found that referred users are almost twice
as likely to remain active users as other users
we also found that over three years,
the added spending by referred users is 110 EUR
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Technology makes pricing innovation possible
Technology makes these kinds of flexible fare solutions possible. Cloud-based, flexible pricing
platforms allow agencies to set fine-grained fares based on rider behaviour. Mobile apps enable
riders to simply tap their screens to check-in when they board a vehicle and check-out when they
reach their destination, with confidence that they are getting the lowest possible price. The secret
sauce behind the scenes is a mix of artificial intelligence-based algorithms that build a highly
accurate picture of each user’s trip to make pricing accurate and reliable.

Looking Ahead:
Local Partnerships to Encourage Public Transport
There are many good reasons for businesses to encourage employees to use public transport. It
makes trips to work more predictable, car parks are expensive, and there are mandates to reduce
overall emissions in many regions. However, subsidising workers’ public transport use has been
costly and impractical. Purchasing passes for employees is expensive, and reimbursing workers or
visitors is slow and complicated.
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Imagine the ability to create “micro-fares” for different scenarios that facilitate corporate and other
institutional partnerships with public transport agencies. These could include:

• Location-based discounts when riders tap to check at participating businesses, universities,
hospitals, and other facilities

• Credits for residents of participating apartment buildings or planned communities
• Discounts for guests at hotels and convention attendees
• Subsidies for low-income, disabled, or other mobility-challenged populations
• Discounts for exits at event venues like concerts and sports matches
• QR codes at shops and restaurants that provide immediate discounts
• The ability of individuals to give credits to one another
• Time of use discounts with fares that can be adjusted in real-time
Flexible pricing platforms easily enable all of these additional incentive campaigns.
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Looking Ahead: Data insights for better decisions
Pricing programs have traditionally evolved organically over time as a mix of legacy decisions,
inertia, and concern about revenue loss in case of change. User surveys and non-user surveys are
unreliable–people rarely do what they say they will. Boardings and exits were hard to track because
there was no mechanism to identify the locations. Flexible pricing platforms provide the finegrained, behaviour-based data that planners need to generate predictable outcomes and instantly
gauge the impact of fare changes.
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Flexible pricing solutions make testing fast, easy, and far less disruptive than traditional proprietary
fare solutions. You do not need an army of programmers to spend weeks coding a new pricing
structure only to see it confuse users and analysts alike. You can communicate changes to users as
they travel, request feedback, and make better decisions.
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Looking Ahead: A Bright Future
Flexible pricing platforms put the power of change in the hands of operators–change that is sorely
needed as agencies struggle to recover economically and revive ridership. Pricing is among the
most significant factors in driving demand and customer satisfaction. Rigid pricing platforms of the
past are not up to the challenge of today’s travellers or agencies. We live in an on-demand, payas-you-go world, where consumers expect convenient, app-based services they pay for based on
consumption.

How FAIRTIQ helps
FAIRTIQ is the leading developer of flexible ticket pricing platforms. Its mobile ticketing system
makes travelling on public transport more accessible than ever. Key features for users include a
mobile app that allows users to quickly check-in rather than buy a ticket from the driver, at a ticket
vending machine or a booking office, with all the associated hassle.
At the end of their journey, users are charged the lowest possible price for the actual journey they
have undertaken - whether it is single or multi-leg or involving more than one operator, based on
the operators’ pricing policies.
On the back end, operators can configure fine-grained pricing structures based on the behaviour of
users. As operators use the platform it gathers user trip information and uses artificial intelligencebased algorithms to provide actionable data. FAIRTIQ’s app can be brought into operation quickly
and with minimal disruption, as no on-vehicle or on-station equipment is required. Low upfront
costs and high customer satisfaction make FAIRTIQ’s app an ideal ticketing and pricing solution for
public transport companies.
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For more information
Additional resources and case studies are available on our website at www.fairtiq.com.
We regularly attend and speak at transport conferences and exhibitions so please come
and say hello.
If you would like to discuss your plans and needs on an individual basis, please contact
sales@fairtiq.com

Learn more
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